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An Unholy Bargain in a Cursed Place
LEW WALLACE, WILLIAM BONNEY, AND NEW MEXICO TERRITORY,

1878-1881
Jason Strykowski

M

aj. Gen. Lewis Wallace heard explosions on the day of William H.
Bonney's (Billy the Kid) death on 14 July 1881, but they did not originate from Sheriff Pat Garrett's pistol. The shots were fired by the troops of
France's Third Republic on parade in Paris. More than sixty thousand men
filled the streets of the French capital in a grand display of the nation's
military might. Wallace was in Paris enjoying the gallantry and pageantry of
Bastille Day.l The demonstration probably diverted Wallace's thoughts from
the young outlaw about to meet his doom. The Wallaces were excited to see
the cultural wonders of Europe and just as happy to dismiss and forget the
uncivilized, unruly American West. 2 Bonney was just one of many New
Mexico recollections washed away by the waters of the Mediterranean but
the aesthetic pleasures of Europe could not entirely erase Wallace's bad
reminiscences of New Mexico. They were far too many.
Other than the battle of Shiloh during the Civil War, Wallace's threeyear tenure in New Mexico was among his greatest failures. He arrived in
1878 with the mission to resolve the Lincoln County War. When he left in
1881, the Lincoln County War had ended, but many of its most prominent
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soldiers were still at large. 3 Bonney and others still regularly filled the dry air
of New Mexico with gun smoke. The only great success Wallace could
claim upon leaving New Mexico was the completion of the long-awaited
final chapter of his novel describing the adventures of another man, Ben
Hur, who navigated the treacheries of life to find his own salvation.
For a man as famed and successful as Wallace, a relative dearth of research explains his life. Only a handful of scholars have written full-length
studies on Wallace. The general himself wrote an autobiography that he
was unable to finish before his death. His wife Susan completed the work.
Irving McKee produced the first full-length scholarly treatment of Wallace
nearly a half-century later. Two published biographies have been written
since: Robert and Katharine Morsberger's excellent opus and Ray Boomhower's thorough children's book. 4 The majority of writing devoted to
Wallace explores Ben-Hur, A Tale of the Christ (1880), his role in the Civil
War, and his part in the Lincoln County War. Research and commentary
on the Lincoln County War and Billy the Kid are nearly inexhaustible, and
Lew Wallace is rarely painted in a sympathetic light. Robert Utley dismisses
Wallace's service in New Mexico as ineffectual in Four Fighters ofLincoln
County (1986) and High Noon in Lincoln (1987).5 Other scholars, including
William A. Keleher and Frederick W. Nolan, likewise treat Wallace unkindly. Wallace is easy to paint as a patrician governor with no interest in
the welfare of New Mexico and its citizens. He is especially easy to vilify as
the man whose obsessive interest in himself and his novel led to Billy the
Kid's death.
Wallace, however, was neither a villain nor entirely blinded by narcissism.
He was merely a starry-eyed aging man so perplexed by the oddities of New
Mexico that he found both himself and his plans constantly stymied. So consistently flustered was the general that he was forced to make unfamiliar compromises. His arrangement with Billy the Kid was one such compromise. The
general struck a deal with the young felon because he was in a political bind,
and Bonney accepted the terms because he was left with few other options.
Ultimately, the story of these two men transcends the patrician governor and
uncivilized outlaw. It is a tale of two legends, a yarn that unfolds with the
evolution of two men's reputations and the political struggles in the farthest
reaches of the United States. Wallace's plight in New Mexico was the fate of
a sometimes brilliant man stretched to his limits by an alien and unruly territory. The progression of the deal struck between Bonney and Wallace is a
microanalogy for Wallace's tenure in New Mexico.
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No one appreciated Wallace's failures more than Bonney, especially as
he lay dying on the floor of the Maxwell home in Fort Sumner. The dignified and spectacled figure of Wallace
probably carved an odd image into
Bonney's mind as his life drained
away. How an Indiana soldier and
author doomed the New Mexican
outlaw to his terrible fate in Fort
Sumner was an oddity of American
history. In the last years of his life,
Bonney was faced daily with angry
men determined to kill him. Yet the
one man who started the chain of
events that eventually ended Bonney's
short life was the same person who
briefly feigned friendship and once
promised to pardon him for his
crimes. Their alliance was short lived,
for Wallace ultimately signed away
Bonney's life by posting the fivehundred-dollar reward that led Sheriff Garrett to Fort Sumner in search
of Bonney.
Bonney's death did not constitute
the first one for which Wallace would
be blamed. The carnage at the battle
of Shiloh was assigned by some authorities to Wallace, who arrived late
at Pittsburg Landing with his combat
brigade and got lost as he led them to
the front. 6 Ulysses S. Grant, who commanded Union forcesat Shiloh, wrote:
"Later in the war General Wallace
would not have made the mistake that
he committed on the 6th of April,
1862. I presume his idea was that by
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MAJ. GEN. LEW WALLACE

(Photo courtesy Palace of the Governors,
Santa Fe, neg. no. °77788)
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taking the route he did he would be able to come around on the flank or
rear of the enemy, and thus perform an act of heroism."7 General Wallace
recovered his name and reputation by successfully taking part in the campaign that saved Washington, D.C., from Confederate Gen. Jubal Early's
surprise raid in summer 1864. Shiloh aside, Wallace was held in high enough
regard by the Union for his Civil War service that he was assigned to the
Lincoln-conspiracy tribunal. s The honor partially restored Wallace's name,
but Shiloh still left a permanent blemish on his record.
Wallace's failures as governor in New Mexico were partly the product of
the extremely high expectations that accompanied him when he took over
from Samuel B. Axtell on 30 September 1878.9 New Mexico suffered under
the corruption of the infamous Santa Fe Ring and was torn by the intense
violence of the Lincoln County War and skirmishes with rebellious Native
Americans. Still, an experienced and successful easterner like Wallace
seemed like a cure for the territory's political maladies. In appearance, at
least, the sober, learned Wallace was a foil for the man he would replace.
Although Wallace was as enterprising a politician as Axtell, he seemed more
independent and less likely to fall under the spell of the powerful Ring than
his predecessor. While other men were persuaded by the Ring's powerful
connections and its easy access to land and money, the distinguished Wallace
was not so easily influenced. Hailing from a very different world, he came
to New Mexico as a war hero; he was the man who could slay the evil Ring
and restore the peace, or so many New Mexicans anticipated.
The figures who ran the Ring were shadowy reflections ofWallace. They
too were Civil War veterans in search of fortune. William L. Rynerson and
Lawrence G. Murphy served their armies well and then stayed in New
Mexico, spotting and seizing opportunities to advance economically and
politically.1O Thomas B. Catron and Stephen Elkins fought on opposite sides
of the Civil War and found their way to New Mexico where they achieved
remarkable success as attorneys. They later accrued great power and fortune by investing in land and challenging the integrity of Spanish and Mexican land grants common in New Mexico. Catron eventually owned nearly
as much land as both Delaware and Rhode Island combined. I1
Catron, Elkins, and their allies consolidated their power and ruled the
territory under the auspices of the Santa Fe Ring, a loose consortium of merchants, politicians, cattlemen, and federal officials. They left little to chance.
By controlling both the government and the press, they ensured that public
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opinion swung their way. Through Elkins especially, they maintained beneficial relationships with the Republican Party in Washington, D.CY
Despite its power, the Ring was threatened by Wallace, who was equally
frightened by them. On 3 July 1879, he wrote to Sect. lnt. Carl Schurz,
"The only thing worth attention is the development of the conspiracy, of
which I have had knowledge for sometime, looking to removal of a number
of federal appointees, including myself."1J Despite the fact that the Ring
forces no longer held gubernatorial office, their power in the territory was
undiminished and had spooked the new governor.
Among the many" concentric rings" was a small but powerful economic
unit based in Lincoln County, New Mexico. Lawrence G. Murphy anchored
and organized this outfit with the explicit aim of monopolizing the contract
business with the local U.S. army post, Fort Stanton. 14 His partner and successor, James Dolan, followed suit. Their intention was to secure the Fort
Stanton bid and become a primary supplier of sundry goods including corn,
wheat, and beef to the officers and enlisted men. Consolidating the flow of
supplies to Fort Stanton, Murphy and Dolan took control of local ranchers
through the credit system established in their Lincoln store. The "House,"
as their operation was known locally, was an enterprise of diverse interests
and both men ran it ruthlessly, by force if necessary. They were so intimidating that when a young British entrepreneur named John Tunstall moved
to the area to set up his own small business, he felt compelled to hire men
experienced with guns, known later as the Regulators, to protect both him
and the welfare of his fledgling company. One of the men he hired was
William Bonney, a teenage boy with an impressive resume of violence and
a charming personality.15
Bonney came to the territory of New Mexico just over a dozen years
earlier, moving with his mother, Catherine McCarty. He was known as
Henry. They likely traveled from New York to Indiana on their way west to
tumultuous New Mexico. 16 After his mother married a man named Williaru
Antrim, they moved to Silver City, an appropriately named mountain community in the rugged southern portion of New Mexico Territory. They arrived sometime in 1873. Bonney's mother died from tuberculosis not long
after. The young Bonney did not react well to the loss and eventually fled
the small village. He was only seventeen years old when he shot and killed
his first man, a blustering and badgering loudmouth named "Windy" Cahill,
at Camp Grant, Arizona Territory, on 17 August 1877. Afterward, Bonney's
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violent skills only improved. When Bonney returned to New Mexico to escape Arizona lawmen, Tunstall spotted his unique talents and hired him as
both a ranch hand and an expert gunman. Bonney used his skill with guns to
take on Dolan, Murphy, and the powerful House. Thus, Bonney and Wallace
were hired ironically to battle the Santa Fe Ring from different directionsBonney from the cattle range and Wallace from the Palace of the Governors.
They had precious little else in common. Wallace, the son of the governor of Indiana, was raised in wealth and comfort. Almost from birth, the
Wallace family expected young Lew to follow in his father's footsteps as a
lawyer and politician. 17 By the time Wallace took the commission as New
Mexico territorial governor, he had established an enviable career as an
army general and a lawyer, placing him among other elite Gilded Age personalities. Wallace used his reputation to help Rutherford B. Hayes fight
his way into the White House during the controversial election of 1876.
This aid bought Wallace some political clout with the Hayes administration when it took office in the spring of 1877.18 President Hayes returned the
favor by offering Wallace the choice of appointment as minister to Bolivia
or governor of New Mexico. The bored lawyer chose the latter.
Although unenthused by his assignment to New Mexico, Wallace preferred the job to the drudgery of his law career. With his wife and son settled
in Indiana and his publisher housed in New York, Wallace thought the
governorship of New Mexico was the best public position available to him.
Unfortunately, Wallace never learned to cope with New Mexico; he positively hated the place. Of New Mexico, he would famously say, "Every calculation based on experience elsewhere fails in New Mexico."!9 He was right.
What little love he had forthe territory came from his romantic interests
in the Spanish legacy and the scenic power of the New Mexican landscape. 2o
The Spanish conquistadors were warriors for Christ, much like the title
character of his novel, Ben-HuT. The overwrought history of the conquistadors fascinated Wallace, and one of his least recognized achievements as
governor was the creation of an archive to preserve the many Spanish documents rotting in a shed attached to the Palace of the Governors in Santa
Fe. 2! Otherwise, Wallace's demonstrated attachment to gentility and tradition was a bad omen for the unwashed Bonney.
Among the few New Mexicans with whom Wallace connected as an
equai was a Lincoln-based lawyer, Huston I. Chapman. 22 A recent arrival to
Lincoln, Chapman was hired by Susan McSween to pursue justice for her
murdered husband. 23 Alexander McSween, a Lincoln lawyer and de facto
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leader of the House opposition, was a high-profile casualty in the Lincoln
County War, and his death ended the fighting for a time. Renewed violence
convinced Chapman to write the governor and urge him to visit Lincoln.
Initially, these entreaties made no impression on Wallace, who simply filed
away the lawyer's requests. The murder of Chapman on 18 February 1879
finally spurred Wallace to travel to Lincoln.
Chapman's death came during an evening intended to seal a peace accord between the remaining members of opposing factions in Lincoln
County. Led by Bonney, the Regulators met with a few Dolan partisans.
The two groups faced off on opposite sides of Lincoln's dusty central road.
Despite their mutual hatred, the rival gangs decided to settle their differences. Although these were men of the gun, they had tired of the fear and
violence in their lives. Soon after congregating, the men struck an agreement to end the killing. Neither side would reignite the fighting without
first swearing offthe peace and neither party would testify or otherwise present
evidence against the other. Both sides promised to aid the other when entangled with legal authorities. The men confirmed their accord in writing
and then began drinking. 24
Before long the cowboys got loud, boisterous, and raging drunk. They
became so rowdy that most Lincoln residents boarded themselves in their
homes. Chapman was carrying home a loaf of bread when he ran into the
intoxicated group. Immediately making him a source of entertainment, these
hellions demanded that he "dance" to the rhythm of their firing pistols.
Chapman refused and they shot him. The lawyer died almost instantly.25
The echo of those shots sounded all the way to the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe.Learning of the shooting shortly afterward, Wallace wrote
to his boss, Secretary Schurz: "The horrible assassination ofH. J. Chapman,
lawyer, in front of the Court-House in Lincoln, the night of the 18th ult.,
was the commencement of operations for the season."26 Fearing that
Chapman's murder might renew the violence in Lincoln, Wallace left for
the dangerous enclave on 2 March 1879 and arrived days later. Amazingly,
his forces, including U.S: Marshall John E. Sherman, rounded up the perpetrators with expediency almost unknown to New Mexico. With three of
the cowboys in jail, Wallace had only to secure witnesses for the trial to put
the whole lot behind.bars permanently. A volunteer's letter came to Wallace
as a revelationY
Young Bonney had witnessed all of the proceedings that evening. Harboring no love for the men who shot Chapman, Bonney was only too happy

.t
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to testify, despite the fact that he had earlier agreed never to present incriminating evidence against any of them. Wallace's visit presented Bonney with
a chance for revenge that he long desired. With a few strokes of the pen, he
could save himself from the gallows and facilitate the execution of Dolan
and his men for the murder of John Tunstall, which occurred in February
1878. Shortly after the governor's arrival, Bonney wrote him to arrange a
working agreement. Wallace received his request on 13 March 1879:
I could appear at Court I could give the desired information, but I
have indictments against me for things that happened in the late
Lincoln County War and am afraid to give up because my enemies
would kill me.... I was present When Mr. Chapman was Murdered
and know who did it and if it were not for those indictments I would
have made it clear before now. if it is in your power to Anully those
indictments I hope you will do SO.28
No record of Wallace's reaction to this letter exists. In frequent letters to
his wife Susan, he expressed his opinions of New Mexico and its people,
but his letters are silent on his initial contact with Bonney. Striking a bargain with a tough, gunslinging frontier kid undoubtedly bothered Wallace
and rattled the romantic and heroic lexicon of his world. The governor,
however, was in desperate need of help.
Chapman's death proved that Lincoln was still a war-torn county and
refuted Wallace's contention that peace was emerging in the area. As far
back as October 1878, Wallace had declared, "There has been no report of
violence or wrong in those localities [the Lincoln area]."29 Now he looked
foolish. Wallace's many efforts to pacify the area-the general pardon, his
personal visit, his many requests for martial law, and his persecution of the
local military commanding officer, Col. Nathan A. M. Dudley- now seemed
futile and inconsequential.
Colonel Dudley stung like a sharp thorn in Wallace's side. Most of the
fighting in Lincoln County occurred under Dudley's watch at Fort Stanton,
and the incompetent colonel did little to arrest the escalation of the violence.
As a former Civil War general, Wallace was likely discouraged by the underachieving officer. He sought Dudley's removal on 7 December 1878, but failed
to convince Lt. Gen. William T. Sherman, an old Civil War comrade, that a
personnel change was needed in Lincoln. JO Wallace was stymied. Shiloh had
been a frustrating fight, but Lincoln seemed a pit of failure.
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The unhappy Wallace was in search of allies in Lincoln County. The
unexpected letter from Bonney offered the help that the governor needed.
He responded to Bonney with appropriate secrecy, instructing the young
outlaw to meet him at the house of Squire John Wilson. He even told Bonney
to knock precisely on the east door. Most importantly Wallace consented to
Bonney's request and promised the outlaw proper legal exemptions. 31
Bonney honored the agreement and arrived at the prearranged place
and the proposed time. Details of their encounter that evening come mostly
from an interview given by Wallace in 1902. According to Wallace, Bonney
was a bit tentative at first. After entering Squire Wilson's home, Bonney
asked if the governor was there. Wallace answered in the affirmative. As the
three men sat around a table, Wallace laid out his plan: "Testify before the
grand jury and the trial court and convict the murderer of Chapman and I
will let you go scott-free with a pardon in your pocket for all your own misdeeds." Unconvinced, Billy answered bluntly, "Iff were to do what you ask,
they [Dolan's men] would kill me." Anticipating such a worry, Wallace told
Bonney that a fake arrest would convince all his enemies that he was bound
for the noose, not the courthouse. A former lawyer, Wallace surely had little
trouble selling the merits of his plan. New Mexico Territory's most notorious outlaw was going to turn himself over to the authorities. 32
The first meeting between these two legendary men probably lasted no
more than an hour, but in that short time, they agreed upon a course of
action that would determine the rest of Bonney's life. While Garrett and
others later claimed that Bonney stayed in New Mexico for other reasons,
Bonney continued to ask the governor for the promised pardon until the
summer of his death. 33 Wallace believed that Bonney's testimony could help
put Dolan's men in jail and finally clear Lincoln's air of gun smoke.
Like virtually every other aspect of these men's lives, truth and fiction are
tangled. Wallace had little reason to lie baldly to the Indianapolis World,
which published his story of that meeting twenty-three years later, but the
writer in Wallace loved a good tale. Bonney is nothing if not a good story.
The Bonney legend was beginning to gel by 1902, although it would not set
firmly in the American consciousness until

1926

with the release of Walter

Noble Burns's colorful biography, The Saga of Billy the Kid. In concert with
that nascent legend, Wallace portrayed Bonney as a well-behaved young
man all but intimidated by the powerful governor. An accomplished author
and statesman by 1902, Wallace certainly knew well how to craft a dramatic
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story, especially one that established himself as a hero. Even during their
lifetimes, the legend obscured the real link between Wallace and Bonney.
Wallace was an expert in creating heroes. Judah Ben Hur, the protagonist of his most famous novel, is in many ways a typical western hero. The
climactic chariot race resembles, in Wallace's opinion, a gunfight locking
two men in mortal combat. 34 When Wallace first met Bonney, he could not
foresee that the young man's life would become the basis of one of the
American West's most enduring legends. Even though Wallace personally
witnessed some of the events that would morph Bonney from a young cowboy into a mythic hero, the extent of Bonney's popularity in death must
have surprised Wallace. By the time Wallace left New Mexico in 1881, the
waves of legend were already lapping at the historical facts of the meeting
between these two men at Squire Wilson's house.
During their encounter, Wallace and Bonney laid the specific plans for
the arrest and pardon. Their course of action was initiated with little delay,
despite the disruption of a jailbreak. Wallace had joked in a letter to Bonney
that ifhe could trust someone as disreputable as Jesse Evans, then he could
trust the governor. 35 As it turned out, neither man could count on Evans,
who escaped from the Fort Stanton guardhouse only days after Wallace sent
Bonney his letter of invitation. Evans fled the territory. The allies agreed to
fulfill their plan anyway. On 20 March, Bonney confirmed to Wallace that
he would surrender to authorities and return to Lincoln: "Sir, I will keep
the appointment I made but be Sure and have men come that You can
depend on I am not afraid to die like a man fighting but I would not like to
be killed like a dog unarmed."36
On 21 March, Bonney arrived with his buddy, Tom O'Folliard, in Lincoln as the prisoner of Sheriff George Kimball. Wallace was in Lincoln to
watch over these affairs but remained characteristically aloof. The public
arrest went smoothly as Bonney had promised it would. The townspeople
came to realize that Bonney had earlier consented to the submission, given .
that he was allowed to live freely in Lincoln. The entire charade, however,
looked real enough on the surface to convince Bonney's detractors and enemies that he was legitimately under arrest for his prior transgressions. 37
While in Lincoln, Wallace expressed his contempt for both Bonney and
the town. In a letter to Secretary Schurz, the irritated governor described
both Bonney and the mood in Lincoln: "A precious specimen nick-named
'The Kid,' whom the Sheriff is holding here in the Plaza, as it is called, is an
object of tender regard. I heard singing and music the other night; going to
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the door, 1found the minstrels of the village actually serenading the fellow
in his prison."38 Possibly to save face, Wallace made no mention of his arrangement with the outlaw; instead he described the perversion of Lincoln's
citizens as evidence that they were mad and that extreme measures alone
could suppress the gang warfare. The figure of Bonney loomed as a graphic
symbol of this inverted world in Lincoln. Nowhere else did Wallace so honestly express his opinions on both Lincoln and Bonney.
Far more ambiguous was the assessment of Bonney in Wallace's Autobiography. Bonney's legend makes a very conspicuous appearance in this twovolume opus. A Susan Wallace letter dated 11 May 1879 details her knowledge
of Bonney and his relationship to her husband:
The Lincoln County reign of terror is not over, and we hold our lives
at the mercy of desperadoes and outlaws, chief among them "Billy the
Kid," whose boast is that he has killed a man for every year of his life..
Once he was captured, and escaped after overpowering his guard, and
now he swears when he has killed the sheriff and the judge who passed
sentence upon him, and Governor Wallace, he will surrender and be
hanged. "I mean to ride into the plaza at Santa Fe, hitch my horse in
front of the palace, and put a bullet through Lew Wallace."
These are his words. [Bonney's]
One of my friends warned me to close the shutters at evening, so
the bright light of the student's-lamp might not make such a shining
mark of the governor writing till late on Ben-Hur. "Billy" (whose name
is Bonney) has a gang of admirers and followers, and they dash up to a
ballroom, shoot out the candles, and gallop away and nobody hurt. 39
Oft cited by historians, this passage is an early example of Bonney's legend
already forming in the public mind and trumping the historical record.
Elements in this short passage were likely taken later from Kid lore well
established by the time Susan Wallace finished her husband's autobiography around 1905. At the very least, theone-murder-per-year statistic was a
classic Kid myth trumpeted by Charles Siringo and many other authors
who followed him in Bonney biography and mythmaking.
A far more reliable document than Susan's letter was Wallace's dispatch to Secretary Schurz that made clear his disdain for Bonney. Despite
Wallace's personal views, their arrangement continued to make sense to
the governor, and he let the terms of that agreement roll forward. Bonney
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was the means to an end-tranquility in Lincoln County and laurels for
Wallace the peacemaker.
Bonney kept his part of the bargain. He gave state's evidence to Wallace
and to Judge Warren Bristol's court. Among Wallace's papers is a document
that indicates the comprehensive scope of Bonney's comments. Labeled
"Statements by Kid, made Sunday night March 28, 1879," this paper is somewhat mysterious in its provenance but is often credited by scholars as an
authentic transcription of an interview between Wallace (or someone in
Wallace's employ) and Bonney. The content suggests that Bonney held back
no single detail during the interview. He freely described the activities of
local outlaws, including the trails and hideouts popular among Lincoln
County troublemakers. 40
Although those admissions did not technically violate the oral contract
that Bonney had made earlier with the remnants of the House gang, his
turn on the stand in court absolutely did. He cooperated faithfully, although
his testimony put his life at risk. His courtroom rants in Fort Stanton were
as honest as his previous comments during the Wallace interview. If he did
nothing else heroic in his short life, Bonney at least kept the word he had
given to Governor Wallace in March 1879.
Bonney's sense of honor in this case hardly assured his personal safety.
Dist. Atty. William Rynerson, despite the general goodwill displayed toward
Bonney by others during the Chapman murder trial, became determined
to punish Bonney for the murder of Sheriff William Brady. Apparently, the
outraged Rynerson rejected Wallace's decision to pardon or exempt Bonney
from that heinous crime. Rynerson, an associate of the Santa Fe Ring, wanted
to penalize Bonney for his betrayal of Dolan and other House partisans,
as well as for his own violent involvement in the Lincoln County War.
Appointed by the U.S. attorney general, District Attorney Rynerson did
not answer to the territorial governor and had the legal authority to prosecute Bonney. Compounding matters further was a movement afoot to
prosecute Bonney for yet another murder, that of Andrew A. "Buckshot"
Roberts. Bonney knew the time had come to leave Lincoln and, on 17 June

1879, he slipped out of town. 41
Bonney had honored his part of Wallace's bargain and testified during
the court session. He also caused little trouble in Lincoln. His honesty and
decorum, however, meant nothing to Wallace, who simply abandoned him
to the legal wolves. Only Ira Leonard, a Las Vegas lawyer, remained in south-
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eastern New Mexico to defend the interests of the governor and Bonney,
but Leonard lacked the reputation, prestige, and power to protect Bonney.
Without Wallace's strong presence, the Ring could reassert itself through
Rynerson in Lincoln. 42
With such powerful people hunting Bonney, his decision to stay in New
Mexico was baffling. He probably came to the conclusion that Governor
Wallace had betrayed him and failed to deliver on the promised terms. A
stubborn and wild young man, Bonney was neither intimidated nor impressed enough to flee his enemies. New Mexico was Bonney's home. He
knew how to make money there, and he was confident that he could evade
the authoritiesY
As Bonney enjoyed his final days of freedom and life in the southern part
of New Mexico, Wallace diligently spent his time drafting and revising the
final sections of Ben-Hur. Wallace worked late many nights in the Palace of
the Governors. As he reached the elusive conclusion, Wallace wrote his
wife, "When I reach the words 'The End,' how beautiful they will look to
me!"44 In March 1880, he completed the great work and, the following month,
went to New York to see his editor at Harper and Brothers. 45

PALACE OF THE GOVERNORS, PALACE AVE. AT THE PLAZA, SANTA FE,
CA. 1881

(Photo by George C. Bennett, courtesy Palace of the Governors, Santa
Fe, neg. no. 055003)
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Even with Ben-HuT finished, Wallace kept quite busy with other extracurricular activities. In his free time, he continually searched for mineral
wealth in the hills and mountains of New Mexico. In 1881, as Wallace was
preparing to leave New Mexico, he wrote his son, "I have held the office [of
governor] until I have accomplished what I wanted-the acquirement of
which I consider as good mining property as there is in the Territory."46
Wallace also personally visited these mines, most of which were near Silver
City, New Mexico, where Bonney spent time as a teenager and from whose
jail he once escaped.
Silver City, where Bonney's mother remains buried, was also directly in
the heart of Apache country. Territorial New Mexico in 1879 was a tumultuous place, in part because of conflicts with the Apaches. War chiefVictorio
and his rebellious Apache followers consumed nearly as much of Wallace's
time as the fighters of the Lincoln County War. OfVictorio, Wallace would
ultimately say, "He is an enemy not to be despised."47 At some level Wallace,
as a man with much experience in the art of war, admired and sympathized
with Victorio, a brilliant guerrilla tactician. 48 In their roles as generals, the
two men had something in common. Victorio led men to battle and managed his resources and time impressively. He constituted the greatest enemy Wallace faced during his tenure in New Mexico. When Victorio finally
met his end at Tres Castillos across the border in Mexico, Wallace said,
"Now that Victorio is dead, this Territory is peaceful."49
By the time Wallace returned his attention to Bonney, the governor possessed no more patience for the young outlaw. Matters only became worse
as Bonney's notoriety began to spread through the region. Still in its nascence, his reputation had grown enough by 1880 for Bonney to write Governor Wallace in the hope of properly refuting it. On 12 December 1880,
Bonney defended himself: "I noticed in the Las Vegas Gazette a piece which
stated that, Billy 'the' Kid, the name by which I am known in the Country
was the Captian [sic] of a Band of Outlaws who hold Forth at the Portales.
There is no such organization in Existence. So the Gentleman must have
Drawn very heavily on his Imagination."5o
In the wilds of New Mexico, reputation counted. That truth may explain
Bonney's decision to write Wallace. Unfortunately for Bonney, his legend
had blended with his reputation to become a threat to his life. Wallace, the
man of letters, well understood the process by which a legend was created.
Yet, Bonney's correspondences did not influence the governor. The outlaw's
brief time with the governor in Lincoln apparently left little impression on
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Wallace. A small pile of letters from Bonney was growing somewhere on
Wallace's desk, but no evidence indicates that Wallace actually believed
Bonney's plea of innocence.
Wallace made a .few lukewarm efforts to assist Bonney. Like the rest of
the Lincoln County warriors, Bonney was assigned the legal counsel of Ira
Leonard.5l Aware of the several cases pending against Bonney, Wallace made
overtures to Leonard to help Bonney along. 52 In turn Leonard probably desired Bonney's help as a witness against unscrupulous characters in later
proceedings. The plan never came to fruition because Bonney's other illegal activities precluded him from working with Leonard.
Aside from running monte games out of Fort Sumner, as Bonney admitted to Wallace, he also belonged to a small-time cattle rustling outfit. 53 Although Bonney rustled cattle, he did not lead a gang ofthieves. He primarily
targeted a former ally, cattle baron John Chisum. Probably concluding that
Chisum owed him money from the Lincoln County War, Bonney stole
cattle from Chisum's herd on several occasions. 54 The thefts and the developing feud sustained Bonney's reputation as a cattle thief and outlaw leader.
Incensed by these raids, Chisum took his troubles directly to the governor. 55
Wallace had little choice but to act. Bonney was an embarrassment. He
claimed strong ties to the governor and enjoyed a growing public legend.
After spending so much effort convincing Secretary Schurz that Lincoln
County was peaceful, how could Wallace allow this outlaw and media darling to roam freely in the New Mexico countryside?56 On 13 December 1880,
Governor Wallace posted a reward for Bonney; capture of the outlaw was
worth five hundred dollars.
Sheriff Pat Garrett finally apprehended Bonney on 23 December 1880 at
Stinking Springs, New Mexico. Now a part of the Bonney legend, Garrett
was then just an enterprising man hoping to climb the rungs of power and
wealth in New Mexico Territory. The ambitious man realized tiIat the bounty
on Bonney would boost his pocketbook and his resume. Due to fortuitous
circumstances and the support of certain local citizens, Garrett was to assume the Lincoln County Sheriff's office on 1 January 1881. A little extra
shine on Garrett's new badge would only raise his reputation?
Knowing that the death penalty probably awaited him, and that escape was
going to be difficult, Bonney once again attempted to save his own life with
the pen. On 1January 1881, the same day that Garrett affixed that new badge
on his shirt, Bonney politely wrote to Governor Wallace, "I would like to See
you for a few moments if you can spare time."58 These were hardly the words
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of a ruthless killer. They comprise a reasonable request, considering that
Bonney was being held in Santa Fe. Wallace did not respond.
Wallace's reluctance to visit Bonney was understandable. The governor
was thoroughly tired of New Mexico. His wife Susan detested the place and
had returned to Indiana after only nine months. She opined, "We should
have another war with Old Mexico to make her take back New Mexico."59
Without Susan, Wallace grew quite homesick, and her absence catalyzed
his disenchantment with the region. By early 1881, she had been gone for
just over a year, and the great loneliness weighed heavily on Wallace. With
Ben-Hur finished and a favor on the way from President-elect James A.
Garfield, Wallace was probably planning his escape.
By March 1881, Wallace was ready to leave New Mexico and pass the
territory's troubles on to his successor. Garfield offered him a job befitting a
man of his stature and literary prowess by appointing him U.S. minister to
the Ottoman Empire. 60 This place where East meets West and the world's
great religions mingle was an appropriate location for the author of a grand
Christian epic to reside and work on his follow-up novel. The assignment
also returned Wallace to the civilized world that he missed.
Meanwhile, Bonney also awaited a
transfer. He was due to be moved from
Santa Fe to Mesilla, where he would be
placed on trial for the murder of Buckshot Roberts. On 27 March 1881, a day
before his move, Bonney wrote one final,
desperate plea to Wallace: "For the last
time I ask Will you Keep your promise. I
start below tomorrow Send answer by
bearer."6! An answer never came, and
Bonney was transported in chains toward
Mesilla. He never wrote to Wallace again.

"OVER THE BRIDGES, THE HORSEMEN
GALLOPED"

This image is the frontispiece from
Wallace's The Fair God or, The Last
of the 'Tzins: A Tale of the Conquest

of Mexico (1873)' (Drawing by Eric
Pape)
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LINCOLN COUNTY COURTHOUSE

(Photo courtesy Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe, neg. no. 11636)

If Bonney had not already realized by the end of March 1881 that the
governor no longer stood behind him, the apathy in the governor's silence
must have been crystal clear. The consequence was that Bonney took his
fate into his own hands. Due to be hanged for the murder of Buckshot
Roberts and recently moved from the trial in Mesilla to jail in Lincoln,
Bonney was ready to act. On 28 April, he came into possession of a handgun
and shot his way out of the Lincoln County jail, killing two guards and then
riding away into the annals of the mythic West. His escape became the cornerstone of the arch that still supports his towering legend. These violent
episodes, in some ways a response to Wallace's betrayal, confirmed his reputation as a bloodthirsty killer among polite society and legal authorities.
Around the same time a reporter for the Las Vegas Gazette interviewed
Governor Wallace, who was due to leave New Mexico in the near future.
The reporter asked him a few questions concerning Billy the Kid:
"It looks as though he would hang, governor."
"Yes, the chances seem good that the 13th of May would finish him."
. "He appears to look to you to save his neck."
"Yes," said Gov. Wallace smiling, "but I can't see how a fellow like
him should expect any clemency from me."
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Although not committing himself, the general tenor of the
governor's remarks indicated that he would resolutely refuse to grant
"the Kid" a pardon. It would seem as though "the Kid" had undertaken
to bulldoze the governor, which has not halped [sic] his chances in the
slightest. 62
The governor was not about to deflate his recently enhanced political career by commuting the death sentence of a convicted murderer. Moreover,
Bonney's villainous reputation precluded any possibility that Wallace might
secretly aid Bonney with the pardon he previously promised, for any such
plan would have been easily spotted and likely declaimed. Wallace wanted
everyone to know that th{s "specimen" was not worth his time or effort.
Wallace left New Mexico on 30 May 1881, with his promises to Bonney
unfulfilled and his dislike of the outlaw widely known. It was hardly an ideal
end to an arrangement meant to benefit both men. At the time, Wallace
probably thought little of his choice to abandon Bonney. As the outlaw's legend as Billy the Kid grew, Wallace may have begun to regret his decision. 63
Ultimately, Bonney was probably the one who regretted Wallace's decision the most. With no chance of help from the governor, Bonney was left to
his own devices. He enjoyed two and a half months of freedom following his
jail break, but the killing of two deputies essentially signed his death warrant.
On 14 July 1881, his short life was brought to an end by Pat Garrett's bullet. It
is tempting to ponder whether Wallace's
pardon would have saved Bonney's life,
even though it would not have wiped clear
his entire criminal record. Clearly, if
Wallace had thrown his gubernatorial powers behind the young man, Bonney would
have had a much stronger chance of seeing twenty-two. The relationship between

LEW WALLACE

(1827-19°5)

Wallace appeared on the cover of
Harper's Weekly five years after he left
New Mexico. The success of Ben-Hur
had made him one the nation's most
celebrated authors. (Engraving from
Harper's Weekly Magazine, 1886)
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Wallace and Bonney is as interesting for the events that never happened as for
those that did.
By the time Bonney's body was interred at Fort Sumner, Lew and Susan
Wallace were well on their way to Constantinople. 64 The headaches of New
Mexico were well behind the general, and he could focus on his new, more
prestigious job. Before long Ben-HuT became a literary phenomenon and
Wallace reached the momentary status of America's greatest author.
Although Wallace spent less than three years in New Mexico, the American public would not let him forget his miserable tenure. The ghost of
Bonney, resolutely materializing as Billy the Kid, was a constant reminder.
Filmmakers and novelists ironically reduced Wallace, an important American figure, to occasional cameos as the stern and patrician governor in the
many popular culture portrayals of William Bonney. The long, dark shadow
cast by Bonney's myth almost completely cloaked the memory of the heroic
Wallace. Their ongoing relationship in the annals of popular culture constitutes Wallace's punishment for his abandonment of Bonney to the noose
or bullets. Bonney's fame is his posthumous revenge.
By no means a terrible man, Wallace earned that fate. New Mexico
outmatched him and defeated his meager dreams. Only in such a tumultuous territory could a young outlaw cause so much trouble for a governor
and at the same time make such a tempting associate. Bonney understood
New Mexico in a way that Wallace never did. Even smart men who achieve
great success meet their limits when they fail to do what is necessary. Wallace
compromised himself in working with the criminal Bonney but otherwise
refused to engage in the corruption imbedded in New Mexican society.
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